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changes were last autumn separately demonstrated
by me to three well-known bacteriologists-namely,
Professor S. G. Shattock, Professor R. T. Hewlett, and
.Mr. Aubrey H. Drew. Neither of them attempted to
.contest the facts as demonstrated, and neither of
them could offer any explanation other than that
,given by me.

I said we can only " fall back upon an explanation
which is generally admitted to account for all the
known forms of crystalline matter. Molecular
,constitution combined ivith the influence of the
,environment is what we have to appeal to there;
and, as Herbert Spencer over and over again
insisted, the forms and structures of organisms
under the influence of what he termed organic
polarity’ must be dependent upon like causes."
Both these sets of observations are of fundamental
importance to bacteriologists.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,
Chesham Bois, Sept. 4th, 1915. H. CHARLTON BASTIAN.

EVOLUTIONARY ETIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
IN DISEASE. 

To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SiR,-In reference to Dr. J. T. C. Nash’s letter
under this title in THE LANCET of Sept. 4th, may
I be permitted to remark that my studies (in
Montreal) on spore-bearing and on intestinal
organisms led me to conclude that the changes of
type undergone may be not evolutionary at all, but
cyclical. Similarly, in my work on blood cells, it
seemed more correct to interpret certain ’pheno-
mena of so-called development of cells as cyclical.
In other words, the potential interchangeableness
of certain forms of micro-organism or tissue
cell is not necessarily limited to mere advance or
regression.

If we could invent a more rational line of study
of bacteria than that of planting on sugars, &c., we

might ascertain what happens to these organisms
when they get into nature; whether their dis-
semination on lime-stone, wood pavements, other
forms of roadway, various kinds of soil, has some-
thing to do with their action on the next human
’ 

host," not forgetting the influence of chemical (?)
peculiarities of the juices of that host. The most
suggestive instance that occurs to one is the
observation that sporoid forms of acid-fast bacilli
.at one time cause destructive lung disease, and
apparently at another are retained by the lymph-
nodes, setting up lymphadenoma. Subsequent
lympho-sarcoma would be the effect of the type of
tissue-reaction which the host set up against the
bacillary invasion.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,
Leeds, Sept 3rd, 1915. O. C. GRUNER, M.D.

THE RISKS OF X RAY OPERATORS.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,-The War Office has recently issued a printed
notice warning X ray operators of the risks they
are running and suggesting means by which these
risks can be countered. As one who has practised
radiography since the discovery of X rays, I would
very strongly urge the necessity of one day per
week being spent in the open air. One has seen
many sad cases in connexion with X ray depart-
ments, and not a few of these have been directly
due to the want of ventilation and the want of day-
light, and, in my opinion, the very least that a
busy X ray operator should expect is one day per

week in which to make up for the unhealthy condi-
tions under which he works during the other six. I
feel convinced that, unless this precaution is taken,
there will be many more disasters which the sugges-
tions on the War Office circular will in no way obviate.
I am informed by radiographers who are working
seven days a week that not only do they suffer
from the inevitable want of ventilation in their

departments, but they get a mental depression
which alone unfits them for carrying out their
duties.

I am hoping that those who have the welfare of
the radiographer sufficiently at heart to draw up
this circular will further consider the matter on the
lines I have suggested. It will certainly in the end
be better for all concerned.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,
EDWARD W. H. SHENTON,

Senior Radiographer, Guy’s Hospital; Radiographer,
Hampstead Military Hospital.Sept. 6th, 1915.

THE STERILISATION OF ALBUMINOUS
CULTURE MEDIA BY ETHER.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,-I should like to add my experience of the
method of sterilising albuminous fluids by means of
ether as described recently in THE LANCET by Dr.
Fildes and Dr. Rajchman. Thanks to the courtesy
of these authors I have been able, during the last
six months, to test the method on several litres of
horse serum, a litre of ascitic fluid, and small
quantities of other albuminous fluids, and with
ordinary precautions have experienced no difficulty
in attaining sterility. It is obvious that the method
is not intended to be used to sterilise serum heavily
infected with spores, and the criticisms of Captain
T. G. M. Hine in THE LANCET of July 31st are

therefore beside the point.
My object in writing to you is to encourage other

workers to employ this satisfactory method of

obtaining sterile serum, who might be prevented,
by the adverse and not quite apposite criticism of
Captain Hine, from giving the method a fair trial.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

Woolwich, Sept. 6th, 1915.
W. E. BULLOCK,

Temporary Lieutenant, R.A.M.C.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,-Replying to the letter of Dr. Paul Fildes
and Dr. L. W. Rajchman in your issue of Sept. 4th,
I wish to say that they are mistaken in suggesting
that I did not follow their method when blood was
drawn from the animal. This I did most accurately,
and I had failure with this as well as with the
commercial serum. Perhaps I put the method to a
severer test than they anticipated, but I will try it
again, paying more attention to the sterility at the
source. I am, Sir, yours faithfully,
Royal Army Medical College,

Sept. 6th, 1915.
T. G. M. HINE,

Temporary Captain, R.A.M.C.

AN AMENDED MEDICAL CURRICULUM.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,-With reference to a letter which you were
good enough to publish some weeks ago on a pro-
posal to reduce the medical curriculum from five to
four years during the progress of the war (and it
may be a few years after it has stopped) I would
ask you to print the enclosed extracted from the
Scotsman of August 28th :-
A striking example of the spirit of self-sacrifice to the

; interests of the Empire which is being displayed generally
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by the overseas Dominions in the present crisis is that just
given by the medical universities of the Australian Common-
wealth. The universities of Melbourne and Adelaide have
made arrangements allowing their medical students who
have joined the colours to continue their courses at the close
of hostilities without losing anything in the matter of time.
Sydney provides an even more notable illustration of this

spirit. The determining factor in the case was the attitude of
the students themselves. Chafing under the delay in the
curriculum-necessary in ordinary times-which seemed

likely to prevent them from taking an active medical part
with their comrades at the front, they presented a memorial
to the Senate, offering, on behalf of the greater number of
the present fifth-year men, to endeavour to qualify earlier so
as to be able to get away this year, while the whole of the
fourth-year students undertook to submit to a more

strenuous course of study in order that they might be qualified
early next year. The offer being brought before the Faculty
of Medicine, that body unanimously decided that while
nothing should be omitted from the regular curriculum in any
subject, the whole of the work might be carried through by
concentrating it into a shorter period. In order to do this,
the students have expressed willingness to go without the
normal vacations, and the teachers have declared their readi-
ness to sacrifice their personal convenience for the purpose of
meeting the students half way. All the Australian medical 
universities are well represented at the front. Sydney, in
particular, has 154 graduates on active service, and of 84
students in the present fifth year as many as 54 have offered
to go this year as soon as they have qualified. Then of 75
fourth-year students, 65 have given an unconditional under-
taking of service at the front in 1916. The whole movement
has resulted in a serious shortage of doctors for resident
posts in hospitals, and the same is true of the nursing
profession.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,
Dingwall, N.B., Sept. 6t,h, 1915. WILLIAM BRUCE.

WAR ECONOMY AND DIET.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,-Medical practitioners who are asked how
best food bills may be cut down without detriment
to family health will be vastly helped by such a
common-sense article as that by Dr. A. K. Chalmers
on food economy in war published in your issue of
Sept. 4th. It is, indeed, just now a question of
some importance as to whether through a false
economy diet is not being so altered or restricted
in many hitherto comfortable middle-class house-
holds as to threaten seriously the well-being of
their inmates. And this not so much through
reduction in quantity or quality as from an absurd
notion that it is uneconomical to serve very tasty
meals at the present time. Instances are far from
uncommon where plain but sufficiently nutritious
meals are consistently served up in the least tempt-
ing way, with a result that a minimum is eaten by
individuals. Economy which concentrates on

divesting the table of every appetising feature is

surely the falsest economy in the long run.

There is a psychology of the dining-room that
deserves more attention, and most of us depend
far more than we are aware on palatability rather
than on hunger for our stimulus to eat, so that where
meals are made as uninteresting as possible through
a foolish belief that a graceful repast is luxurious
and therefore wasteful-an utterly erroneous asso-
ciation of ideas-malnutrition may readily follow
with ultimately a long doctor’s bill.
In the interests of public health it is to be hoped

that family physicians will, whenever opportunity
occurs, seriously warn those who hold such false
beliefs that they are following a demonstrably
unwise course.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,
Harley-street, W., Sept. 5h, 1915. EDWIN L. ASH, M.D.

Obituary.
THOMAS GLOVER LYON, M.D. CANTAB.,

M.R.C.P. LOND.,
LATE SENIOR PHYSICIAN TO THE CITY OF LONDON HOSPITAL FOR

DISEASES OF THE CHEST.

WE regret to announce the death on August 31st,
at his country house at Ashtead, of Dr. Thomas
Glover Lyon, at the age of 60.
Thomas Glover Lyon was born in 1855, the son of

Washington Lyon, with whom he later cooperated
in well-known work with regard to steam disin-
fection and sterilisation. He received his school
education at the Bruce Castle School, Tottenham,
proceeding to Emmanuel College, Cambridge, with
a scholarship. At Cambridge he graduated as a

wrangler, and having elected to join the medical
profession became a student at St. Thomas’s Hos-
pital. He obtained the diploma of M.R.C.S. Eng.
in 1883, and that of L.R.C.P. Lond. in the following
year, graduated in medicine at Cambridge in 1885,
and took the Membership of the Royal College of
Physicians of London in 1886. After holding the
junior posts at St. Thomas’s Hospital, he was elected
assistant physician at the City of London Hospital
for Diseases of the Chest, of which hospital he
eventually became senior physician, doing excellent
clinical work at the institution and using his know-
ledge and experience in a very informing manner
for the profession.
His inventive turn of mind and mathematical

equipment were both shown in his professional
work. He took from the first a great interest in
what may be called the statistical side of pathology
and hygiene, and this is well illustrated by his
various contributions to THE LANCET and by
the subject-matter of addresses which he de-
livered in different professional capacities. To our

pages he contributed articles on phthisical family
history in relation to life assurance, on the care of
consumptive patients, and on the systems of
efficient ventilation, while in our correspondence
columns his views on statistical estimates of

population and duration of life were expressed on
occasion with great clearness. To hygienists he
was well known as a pioneer of the methods of
ventilation known as the Glover-Lyon system, and
on the subject of atmospheric hygiene he made
many communications to public bodies such as the
Royal Institute of Public Health and the Royal Sani-
tary Institute, writing articles also in the Journal
of Preventive Medicine, the Journal of the Institute
of -Actuaries, and the Transactions of various
learned bodies. His views with regard to ventila-
tion were not in accord with those distinguished
observers who consider that there is no evidence
that the traces of organic material fo’und in "close"
air are harmful. He allowed that the popular and
widely accepted view that C02 in deleterious
quantities as usually found in crowded rooms was
held in exaggerated fashion, but he could not agree
that the presence of organic material in the air had
no harmful influence upon those subjected to it.
He relied for his opinion largely on the sensations
experienced by those exposed to the atmosphere of
a "close" room, but he admitted that chemical
knowledge did not enable us to state that certain
substances thrown off by the skin or in respiration
were of distinct toxic value. We are now beginning
to believe that it is chiefly the physics of the air
rather than its chemistry that govern its healthy
state.


